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As the world becomes a noisier place the importance of excellent acoustic design becomes imperative. 
Acoustic performance is desirable in a number of industries such as corporate, healthcare and education 
where sound reduction between rooms is required. Pink® Partition insulation is specifically designed 
to act as a sound barrier to reduce the level of noise transmitted from one room to another. Reducing 
sound transmission contributes to the overall ambience of a building and creates a more comfortable 
internal environment. 

When installed in external wall applications, Pink® Partition insulation reduces the flow of external noise 
transmitted into the building. It also provides excellent thermal properties thereby improving the buildings 
thermal comfort and energy efficiency.

Pink® Partition insulation has never been easier to install. The range features a softer feel for comfortable 
handling and includes a variety of dimensions specially designed to friction fit into steel stud frames. 
This reduces the amount of cutting required and allows for quicker installation.

Pink® Partition 24 insulation technical specifications

Material R-value Nominal Thickness
mm

Size 
mm x mm Pieces per Pack m2 per Pack Product Code

R1.1 38 2700 x 600 12 19.40 901023

R1.4 50

1200 x 450 12 6.50 903551

1200 x 600 12 8.60 903552

2700 x 600 12 19.40 901024

R1.8 64 2700 x 600 10 16.20 901025

R2.1 75
1200 x 450 10 5.40 903553

1200 x 600 10 7.20 903554

R2.5 90
1200 x 450 8 4.30 903555

1200 x 600 8 5.80 903556

R2.8 100
1200 x 450 6 3.20 903557

1200 x 600 6 4.30 903558
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